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Abstract Personalisation is widely considered as a critical element of contemporary
electronic businesses. However, despite the wealth of scientific work on personalisation, the definition of the term remains blurred with as consequence a lack of clarity as
to what to design or evaluate when it comes to this area of an e-business. E-business
stakeholders, including designers, managers and customers, need to understand the
significance of personalisation features for many reasons including: guidance for design and evaluation, user appeal and implications for e-business functionality. The
paper introduces a descriptive framework for personalisation aspects of e-businesses,
in business-to-consumer (B2C) situations, that is related to typical e-business functionality. The proposed framework classifies previous research and extends it to provide e-commerce stakeholders with a vocabulary for analysing e-businesses, for comparing personalisation features, and for explaining e-business commerce evaluation
results. The framework is applied to the evaluation of the personalisation features of
contemporary clothing e-businesses, and conclusions are drawn for the readiness of
this sector to adopt personalisation requirements.
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1 Introduction
Personalisation is widely considered as a critical element of contemporary
e-businesses/electronic commerce applications. Personalisation does not apply only
for the electronic world; nevertheless technology offers the possibility to remember
innumerable customers and adapt services and products to their needs and characteristics. The Personalisation Consortium (http://www.personalization.org) defines
the aims of personalisation as to ‘better serve the customer by anticipating needs;
make the interaction efficient and satisfying for both parties; and build a relationship that encourages the customer to return for subsequent purchases’. On the Web,
personalisation usually refers to adapting Web content, presentation, and interaction
so that these satisfy user characteristics and preferences. This being said, it is widely
acknowledged that personalisation for the Web is not simply an area with technical dimensions but ‘an enterprise strategy designed to address tailoring customer
interactions across sales, marketing and customer service’ [24].
Functions of Web applications that are classified as personalisation are wideranging, from simple display of the end-user’s name on a Web page, to product
recommendations and user-driven (mass) customisation of products. Likewise, personalisation technologies range from the use of cookies and dynamic page generation, to information filtering, sophisticated user profiling and rule-based inference
engines. Despite the wealth of scientific work on personalisation, the concept remains
blurred with as consequence a lack of clarity as to what to design or evaluate when
it comes to this aspect of conducting e-business. As a result, e-business stakeholders
may not safely form an overview about the possibilities and impact of personalisation
for e-business. Managers need to be in a position to assess the benefits of various personalisation features and methods in order to make investment decisions. Customers
need to be aware of the implications of personalisation regarding their interaction
strategies and privacy concerns. Designers need to identify guidelines for design and
assessment of personalisation with respect to user characteristics and preferences.
The paper introduces a descriptive reference framework which sets out elements
of knowledge that make up personalisation of e-businesses in relation to typical
e-business functionality and can be used to inform design and evaluation practices
of e-business stakeholders for B2C e-commerce. The framework organises previous
research on personalisation and extends it to provide e-business stakeholders with a
vocabulary for analysing e-businesses, for comparing personalisation features, and
for explaining evaluation results. The framework is applied in the evaluation of the
clothing e-business, and conclusions are drawn regarding both the applicability of the
framework and the level of personalisation of this sector.
2 Related work and scope
The significance of personalisation for e-business has been emphasised in many
contexts. Personalisation is considered as an important factor for adding value to
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e-business services [3] and thus achieving one-to-one marketing: ‘the single most
important way to provide value is to know the customers and serve them as individuals’ [15]. A number of user behaviour studies also indicate that consumer loyalty is
strengthened by personalised services; for example Telang and Mukhopadhyay [32]
demonstrate that loyalty becomes much stronger when the users use personalised
features. Furthermore, particular e-business functions such as providing current order and delivery status information to customers, accessing (explicit or implicit) profiling information and customer relationship management (CRM) mechanisms, like
integrating purchase histories from all customer touch points, (including Web sites,
and brick-and-mortar stores, [1]) are also considered important features of a personalised service.
Personalisation is related to other relevant areas of work such as user modelling,
recommender systems and (mass) customisation. User modelling typically emphasises the construction of esoteric computer-based models, often on the basis of cognitive science, about user mental activities and behaviours in order to adapt system usability or as a basis for interactive help. Recommender systems [22] provide targeted
recommendations to users on the basis of aggregated information that may come from
other users and/or their own preferences thus achieving filtering of available information. Customisation occurs when the user can configure an interface and/or create
a profile explicitly, when the control of the look and/or content is user-driven [5];
while mass customisation is typically related to tangible products (rather than services) and the availability of (demand-driven) production capabilities that actually
allow customers to tailor products according to their preferences and characteristics.
The mainstream understanding of personalisation is typically at a higher level of abstraction in comparison to these concepts, referring to the requirement of adapting
content, presentation and interaction, rather than the means for its implementation.
The paper focuses on a specific application of personalisation, that of business
to consumer (B2C) e-commerce. This form of e-business is often associated with
the buying and selling of information, products, and services via the Internet, which
seeks to replace or complement the traditional sales channel with online channel to
consumers [11]. The paper adopts a wide perspective for the concept of personalisation that aims to be of use for design and evaluation work to e-business stakeholders, including e-business managers and decision makers, designers and developers
of personalisation for e-businesses and the large user/customer base. To achieve this,
it critically reviews existing research and practices and extends them by organising
them in a way that is practically integrated typical e-business functionality.
Research on personalisation can be qualitatively identified into two major streams:
personalisation research by itself and personalisation in specific applications. Core
personalisation research includes, among others: user profiling [9, 34], data mining
[30], information filtering [12], agent-based interaction [25], soft computing techniques [10], virtual communities [27] and Web accessibility [13]. This research needs
to be applied to particular application areas including: education [19], digital TV [2],
web browsing in general (mylook.com; my.yahoo.com), e-business (for example
Amazon.com uses several diverse personalisation techniques to recommend books
and gifts, and provide coupons to their customers), and others.
Related work on conceptual frameworks for personalisation across the aforementioned dimensions of research includes:
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• Schubert and Leimstoll [28] introduce a systematic personalisation framework for
e-business that describes the basic steps required by e-business applications and
visualises the personalisation cycle. This framework presents a specific model for
personalisation based on explicit and implicit user profiles, narrowing down options for design and development and can serve as a guide to designers of personalisation.
• Sicilia [29] proposes a conceptual framework regarding personalisation in
e-commerce that includes issues distinguishing them as either marketing-oriented
and/or technical. The framework is useful for teaching purposes, but does offer
itself for neither the promotion of awareness among e-business stakeholders nor
the provision of guidance to designers.
• Murthi and Sarkar [17] present a framework for personalisation that allows for
identification of key players in the personalisation process for e-business, as well
as, the key stages of personalisation from a customer perspective, however, apart
from aiding comprehension, the paper does not explain how this knowledge can be
operationalised in practice.
• Riemer and Totz [23] introduce a comprehensive framework for personalisation
and mass customisation that focuses on the economics and feasibility of switching
from traditional ways of making e-business to personalised and mass customised.
Their work is useful for assisting decision making of e-business managers but lacks
guidance at the level of e-business design.
Another aspect of related work is that of the identification of personalisation features, or to be more exact clusters of features, that may be designed to offer an
individualised interaction experience. Personalisation features have been described
from various perspectives and for various application contexts (Table 1). The work
of Kobsa et al. [15] provides a comprehensive account of personalisation features for
Table 1 Clusters or types of personalisation features
Authors

Scope

Personalisation features

Alpert et al.
(2003) [1]

E-commerce

Personal book, universal profile, subscription-based services, personalized service and support, recommendations, adaptive presentation, personal preferences, adaptive navigation, live help or sales
support, personalized feedback, accessible transaction history, loyalty programs, future purchase considerations, your personal store,
built by an expert

Danculovic et al.
(2001) [7]

Web

Link personalization; Content personalization; Structure personalisation; Client-side personalisation

Kim (2003) [14]

Web

Lookup of personal records in a database/file; Lookup of a rule base
or a profile database; Data mining; Weblog mining; Text mining;
Online analytical processing (OLAP)

Kobsa et al.
(2001) [15]

Web
hypermedia

User input data; user data acquisition methods; user model representation and secondary inferences; hypermedia adaptation production

Wu et al. (2003)
[36]

E-commerce
Web sites

Control personalisation; Content personalisation; Link personalisation; Customized Screen Design personalisation; Anthropomorphic
personalization.
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the purpose of providing design aid on the basis of review work; while other work
typically defines personalisation features rather intuitively.
A number of issues that stem out of the current state of the art on personalisation
and have been significant for the motivation of this paper, can be summarised in the
following:
• There are various approaches, (technologies and open specifications) to personalisation, as well as some conceptual frameworks that are usually not offered to
practitioners in ways that can be taken up easily.
• Much work in the area offers narrow perspectives of personalisation with the consequence that this work needs to be situated with conceptual frameworks, at least
descriptively.
• The majority of related work is presented in a way that is isolated from typical
e-business functionality and as a result interested parties neither are in the position
to comprehend the potential of personalisation, nor can they assess personalisation
solutions.
The proposed framework differs from previous work on e-business personalisation
in the following ways:
• It integrates a variety of observations and practices of personalisation with
e-commerce functionality.
• It addresses a particular type of application of personalisation, that of B2C
e-commerce.
• It is intended to support understanding, design and evaluation of e-businesses by all
the B2C stakeholders including users (customers), designers and managers (owners).
• It demonstrates its applicability through an evaluation case study that of the clothing e-business.

3 Viewing personalisation in relation to typical e-business functions
To be usable, a reference framework for personalisation features for e-businesses
needs to be accessible to all e-business stakeholders and incorporate meaningfully
those aspects of related work that might constitute features important for e-business
purposes. The proposed descriptive framework incorporates personalisation requirements from a customer perspective avoiding references to technical issues. In order
to create an operational personalisation framework that can be of use to e-business
stakeholders it is critical that features of personalisation are identified and classified
in a practical way.
The work described in this paper approaches this task by organising personalisation features in relation to typical e-business functionality. Typical e-business functionality according to Blackwell et al. [4] includes the major stages of search for
information, pre-evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision and post purchase behaviour. Our approach (outlined in Table 2) operationalises these stages by posing
the following questions that are related to e-business personalisation functionality:
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Table 2 Outline of the descriptive framework for personalisation of e-business
Framework
element

Basic questions

Typical personalisation
features/clusters

1

User information

What customer information is required for
personalization of e-business services?

Customer characteristics
Customer preferences
Identification information

2

Knowledge and
awareness
infrastructure

How do customers become aware about
interesting products?
How customers obtain knowledge about
products and services?
How can customers communicate with
other customers?

E-mail
Automatic notifications
Multi-linguality
Virtual communities
News–events
Product reviews

3

Support for customer
search

How can an e-business guide customer
search to interesting products with
minimum time and maximum relevance?

Keywords
Advanced search
Product catalogue
Personal guide
Product proposals

4

Support for customer
selection

How is the customer supported for making
purchase decisions?

Personal collection
Virtual try
Designer’s opinion
Comprehensive information
Product comparison
Discount offers
Order tracking

5

Support for mass
customisation

To which degree may products be
customised?
How is the customer supported during the
customization task, minimizing/avoiding
errors?

Aesthetic customization
Dimension and fit customisation
Customisation help
Visualisation of customisation

• ‘What’ type of questions, which are related to required information and knowledge:
– customer information (data) for personalisation
– knowledge infrastructure that supports personalisation—personalization features should not remain simply at the level of providing information to customers
but help them transform this information to useful knowledge for action in an
e-commerce environment.
• ‘How’ type of questions, which are related to the fundamental customer functions:
– search for information, products and services
– purchase decision—selection of information, products and services
– (mass) customisation of products and services.
3.1 What customer information is required for an e-business to provide personalised
services?
An e-business can record (implicitly), ask for (explicitly), store and statistically
process customer information in order to personalise content, presentation and interaction. Unless information about customers is made available to the e-business
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information system, personalisation would be, in most cases, impossible. The work
of Kobsa et al. [15] helpfully lists user input data for e-business personalisation as
comprising of:
• User data: demographic data, user knowledge, user skills and capabilities, user
interests and preferences, user goals and plans
• Usage data: observable usage (selective actions, temporal viewing behaviour, ratings, purchases and purchase-related actions, other confirmatory and disconfirmatory actions) and usage regularities
• Environment data: software environment, hardware environment, locale.
Although this enumeration of types of customer information is useful for detailed
design purposes, it may not be directly operational for evaluation purposes since it
includes some aspects that are not visible to the user such as those produced from
usage or assumptions regarding cognitive user properties. Therefore, the framework
described here organises customer information in the following (more abstract) clusters:
• Customer characteristics: they are related to physical customer information. This
type of information may be required for various purposes including creating accessible e-business services (for example tailoring e-business services for sight
impaired people) or identifying products that correspond to customer requirements
in terms of size and fit, or ergonomics and available space (e.g. clothes, furniture,
etc.).
• Customer preferences: the term denotes customer information about (categories of)
products such as buying history, preferences and ratings. This information is often
collected by e-businesses in terms of a user profile or usage that may be explicitly
provided by the customer or gradually built by the system during interaction.
• Customer identification information: this includes “hard data” such as name and
contact information.
3.2 What knowledge and awareness infrastructures are offered by e-businesses to
customers?
Personalisation of e-business services requires that customers are aware of issues of
interest through their interaction with the e-business or other customers. Knowledge
and awareness infrastructures need to be established by e-businesses in order to enhance customer trust and provide means for communicating customer requirements.
The following aspects of knowledge and awareness infrastructure are identified:
• Electronic mail: the most usual means of communication between customers and
an e-business.
• Automatic notifications: e-businesses often provide customers with notifications
that may be of interest (e.g. about news, products, saved queries, etc.). The frequency and relevance of notifications need to be assessed by customers; otherwise
they often are annoying for them [16]. There is a fine line between usefulness and
disruption.
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• Multi-linguality: the adaptation of the e-business content and services (e.g. currency) to the customer’s preferred language is a highly desirable personalisation
feature.
• Virtual community: a virtual community establishes a communication channel
among customers that enables them to express concerns and answer questions
without the direct intervention of the e-business. Virtual communities can enhance
customer trust [21] by establishing a means for frequent communication, exchange
of opinions and assistance.
• News–events: this type of awareness infrastructure helps customers to see up-todate information about e-business activities, but it also provides the sense that
‘someone is there’ which enhances the feeling of trust for customers.
• Product reviews: are provided by customers to report on the quality of e-business
products and services. Product reviews implement the ‘word of mouth’ in the electronic world and provide an alternative source of recommendation information, in
which one can find product information, product experience and product popularity
from a user’s perspective [35].
3.3 How is personalisation supported during customer search?
Searching is a critical e-business function. Very often simply including keywords and
advanced search functions, are not usually effective due to the plethora of search
results. Search that is designed following other, more personalised forms helps to
minimise “noise”. Personalisation features that are related to customer searching include:
• Keyword-based search
• Advanced keyword-based search
• Product catalogue—visualisation of products, which can be related to link personalization [7]
• Personal guides/assistants—it is a common feature of brick-and-mortar stores and
the metaphor has been implemented in various ways in e-business, including personal software assistants/agents [37] and live help [1]
• Customised product proposals—about interesting items are important features
of contemporary e-businesses, which are often implemented through automated
mechanisms that produce recommendations (recommender systems).
3.4 How is personalisation supported during customer decision?
Customer purchase decision (selection of appropriate products and services) is the
next group of e-business functionality (pre-evaluation according to [4]). Personalised
support for user decisions happens in physical business by various means including
try-out programs and facilities, comparison with other products and discount offers.
• Personal collection/taxonomy—the possibility of collecting interesting products
(e.g. wish list) that may be reviewed at a later stage or at another time, allowing
time to think or comparisons to other e-businesses.
• Virtual try—this is related to product-based e-businesses such as the clothing and
furniture sector.
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• The opinions of the creator/designer—customers often value the possibility to include explanations about the rationale of product or service design by the creators
themselves. The designer view also contributes to a more humane interface of the
e-business.
• Comprehensive product or service information—which critically supports customer decisions and is a pre-requisite for any personalisation feature.
• Product comparison—for example in terms of price, style, content, and others.
Product comparison enables users to perform online a typical shopping activity of
real-life.
• Discount offers—personalized discount offers to customers are possible in various
ways including combinations of product offerings, gifts, discounts to loyal or major
customers, and others.
• Order tracking—customer decision is also supported by ensuring that post order
personalised service are part of e-business functionality, including order tracking
which been valued as a personalised feature in related work as well [1].
3.5 How is the mass customisation of products and services supported?
Electronic services can be offered in terms of various schemes and products can be
offered in various forms including styles and sizes. Although personalisation is not
usually related to mass customisation, it seems that the end-user customisation of
products and services is an ultimate form of personalisation, which can be interlinked
to demand-driven production and requires integration to supply chain management
[20]. Related e-business features include:
• Customisations of product aesthetics—customers require customisation of tangible
products according to their aesthetic preferences including style, colour, and design
features.
• Customisation of size, dimensions and fit—tangible products like clothes and furniture need to be customized according to customer requirements like body size
and physical space/ergonomics considerations respectively.
• Customisation help—when customers can customize aspects of products and services they need to have available help about the possibilities and constraints of
customisations.
• Visualisation of customisation—unless customers can see the result of their customisations, they may not be certain about the actual result.
The value of the framework is that it provides in a descriptive, non-technical manner important clusters of personalisation features that can be operationalised by ebusiness stakeholders such as managers (owners), designers and customers during
design and evaluation tasks (for example it may be incorporated in e-business design and evaluation methods and practices). The framework addresses the open issues identified in the previous section by synthesising related work relative to typical
e-business functionality, thus directly constraining the focus of this work to B2C ebusiness. However, the proposed framework should not be seen as a complete account
of personalisation but as a basis for refinement in the aforementioned dimensions. The
work acknowledges that personalisation needs to be applied and evaluated in context.
As noted by Alpert et al. [1], ‘personalization features popular in one e-commerce
environment may not be effective or useful for other e-Commerce domains.’
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4 Case study: Personalisation of contemporary clothing e-businesses
The framework presented here can be applied in combination with various design
and evaluation methods and techniques ranging from heuristic methods and expertbased evaluations to contextual methods involving users in the design and evaluation
process. To support this claim, a heuristic evaluation of a specific type of e-business
has been conducted in order to allow for a general view of the status of personalised
services provided by these e-businesses. The goal of the evaluation was to qualitatively assess the level of personalisation of contemporary clothing e-businesses by
identifying personalisation aspects not addressed sufficiently and opportunities for
further development.
4.1 Clothing e-businesses selected
Examples from a specific sector were selected in order to investigate personalisation
features in context. In particular the clothing business was selected mainly because
the marketed products can support a variety of personalisation features. In addition, in
this sector there is a large customer base waiting to see their requirements addressed,
before they engage in the extensive use of this way of purchasing garments. The
clothing market (both in Europe and the US) faces many threats, both internal and
external, which can be primarily addressed by technological innovation and provision
of added-value services. Thus it follows that personalisation should definitively be
one aspect of this development.
The number of clothing e-businesses has grown rapidly over the last few years;
however the level of electronic services is below average in comparison to other
sectors, at least for Europe [8]. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the vast
majority of clothing businesses are small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Clothing
e-businesses mainly use the following e-business models:
• Business presentation/self-advertisement—this includes a simple business presence on the Internet providing contact information and perhaps a product catalogue.
• Electronic retailers (shops)—these include online shopping and order functionality
• Clothing/fashion portals (vertical portals)—these integrate links to particular
e-businesses and various other functions including news and advertisements
• Business to business (B2B) infrastructures, e.g. clothing exchanges—these infrastructures promote B2B e-commerce mainly by organising exhibitions and
transactions of products and manufacturing equipment.
The study examined a large number of e-businesses in the area of clothing,
from which twenty-two (22) were selected to be assessed across the elements of
the proposed framework. The two basic criteria for selection were that the selected
e-businesses should be e-retailers in order to focus on e-businesses following one
business model that best fits the B2C perspective of the proposed framework, and that
these should offer a rich set of functionality to customers including to some extent
personalisation options. The selected e-businesses are briefly presented in Table 3,
while their basic e-business functionality is shown in Fig. 1. All selected e-businesses
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Fig. 1 Basic functionality of the selected clothing e-businesses

Table 3 Clothing e-businesses
selected for the study

URL

Brief description

1

http://al-farah.com

Islamic clothing for women

2

http://www.beyondfleece.com

Outwear

3

http://www.bivolino.com

Custom-made shirts

4

http://www.bluefly.com

Clothing (general)

5

http://www.footballfanatics.com

Sport team clothing

6

http://www.gap.com

Clothing (general)

7

http://www.jcrew.com

Clothing (general)

8

http://www.landsend.com

Clothing (general)

9

http://www.llbean.com

Clothing (general)

10

http://www.nike.com

Sport equipment

11

http://www.micamisa.com

Custom-made shirts

12

http://www.promod.com

Women clothing

13

http://www.red21boys.com

Boy’s clothing

14

http://www.shakatime.com

Hawaiian clothing

15

http://www.shirtsbyshik.com

Clothing (general)

16

http://www.shopchic.net

Women clothing

17

http://www.spclothing.com

T-shirts

18

http://www.textilestation.com

T-shirts

19

http://www.t-shirts.com

T-shirts

20

http://www.workwearhouse.co.uk

Work wear

21

http://www1.bloomingdales.com

Clothing (general)

22

http://www1.macys.com

Clothing (general)

provide electronic payment and ordering functions, while other important e-business
functions are also present in large percentages such as catalogue-based browsing and
order tracking.
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4.2 Applying the personalisation framework to the clothing e-business
The first stage of the evaluation was conducted independently by the authors of the
paper, in order to allow for a personal, unbiased application of the framework. Each
participant went through the e-business sites a number of times in order to identify
their personalisation elements. Participants completed simple forms about the elements of personalisation functionality along with personal comments about findings
identified during interaction with the e-business environments. For most cases participants required 20–30 minutes to go through each e-business site.
After the individual evaluations, all participants had an interpretation session during which they compared their results and discussed the different understandings that
appeared during the application of the framework. The interpretation session identified different understandings about some elements of the framework and resolved
these discrepancies for a unified set of evaluation results, which are presented later in
this section.
4.2.1 Customer information
Customer information (Fig. 2) is prerequisite for achieving personalisation in
e-business; the e-businesses that do not utilise extensively customer information simply cannot provide advanced personalised services. All studied e-businesses were
e-retailers, so they all asked for customer identification information for ordering and
payment functions.
A large number of the studied e-businesses (72.7%) make use of user preferences
in various ways. In most cases, customers have a wide range of choices for selecting
colour and style of clothing products; in a few cases this can be achieved in terms of
specific parts of clothing as well, such as the inclusion of inside pockets in a jacket,
the colour of sleeves, the style of a collar, including embroidery, and others. This
information is typically provided by users during interaction and not in terms of user
profiles or other non-contextual activities.
Body measurements are required by clothing e-businesses, when they are offering mass customisation functions regarding the correct fit of clothes and especially
Fig. 2 Personalisation in the
clothing e-business: customer
information
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Fig. 3 Personalisation in the clothing e-business: knowledge and awareness information

no standard size charts. Only five of the selected e-businesses (22.7%) offer this advanced set of possibilities to their customers. Body measurements are provided either
by asking customers to provide specific measurements relative to their body or in
terms of specific clothing (e.g. shirts—sleeve length, circumference of waist, and
others).
4.2.2 Knowledge and awareness infrastructure
The knowledge and awareness infrastructures in the clothing sector (Fig. 3) are characterised by the extensive use of e-mail (86.4%) for B2C communication in terms of
providing help and customer support as well as for automated notifications (77.3%)
about potentially interesting information. In addition most of the studied clothing
e-businesses (59.1%) include a section with news and events on their site.
Besides the aforementioned infrastructure the studied clothing e-businesses make
limited use of other knowledge and awareness services. Only three e-businesses
(13.6%) adapt content and services to another language than English. Surprisingly,
only one e-business (4.5%) supported a virtual user (customer) community by providing a blog where customers can report on their experiences interacting with the
e-business. Similarly, only three e-businesses (13.6%) provide means for customer
reviews of products and services, with the consequence that there is a limited opportunity for customers to express their opinion about marketed products on the site.
These results are in stark contrast to other e-business sectors such as music and books,
where the use of virtual communities and product reviews is extensive.
4.2.3 Support for customer search
The primary means for searching for products of interest in clothing e-businesses is
the catalogue-based search (95.5%), which provides visual presentation of clothes
and their basic features (Fig. 4). One might speculate that this is a habit from mail
order shopping that was catalogue based. A well-designed catalogue for clothes is
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Fig. 4 Personalisation in the clothing e-business: support for customer search

indeed a very usable way to explore a collection—that is not always the case however
since some catalogues were not accessibly designed. For example, there was no text
alternative to describe goods for users unable to access graphics (blind users, users
with low bandwidth). Keyword-based search is also prominent in the two thirds of the
studied e-businesses (68.2%), while advanced search is a limited function (22.7%).
Product proposals (purchase suggestions) amount to a considerable number
(36.4%) of the e-businesses examined. These mainly refer to “go-together” items
that match in terms of style an item that the customer has just selected. Other types of
product suggestions also include best-sellers. Finally, a last element of personalised
support to customer search is that of a personal guide, which is supported by one
e-business (4.5%) as a live help function (implemented via chat) to customers online.
Other types of personal guides such as software agents have not been identified in the
clothing sector.
4.2.4 Support for customer decision
Customer decision is a critical step in the online purchase process. The distinguishing element in this respect of the clothing e-businesses studied (Fig. 5) is that of the
comprehensive product presentation (86.4%), which included pictorial and textual
description, stock, size and colour availability, and other such elements. Certainly
some product presentations were more comprehensive than others containing different perspective views of clothing, models wearing the clothes, and estimated shipping
dates.
Attractive discount offers are an important element of e-business and the majority
of the studied clothing e-businesses have included this feature to their functionality
to a large extent (63.6%). Some e-businesses offer discounts in a fully personalised
way—e.g. in batch orders, in combination to another purchase or in terms of customer
credits, but the majority of e-businesses offer discounts in comparison to their brickand-mortar stores. Order tracking, which refers to the ability of customers to see the
stage of their order after the online purchase, also appears in an important percentage
of the e-businesses examined (59.1%).
The designer’s view was available to half of the studied clothing e-businesses
(50%), helping customers understand the important design features of clothes in a
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Fig. 5 Personalisation in the clothing e-business: support for customer decision

far more comprehensive way than simply by looking at a static picture or model. The
designer’s view can enhance customers’ knowledge about a specific product also be
revealing the rationale behind a particular design which helps customers to identify
whether their personal needs/requirements can be met by the specific product.
Another personalised feature seen in a considerable percentage of the clothing
e-businesses studied is the personal collection (40.9%) (i.e. in most cases in the form
of a wish list) that customers can build during interaction and store at the e-business
site for future reference. Wish lists can be also used to track customer preferences.
An important customer activity that contributed to making purchase decisions is
related to making product comparisons. Product comparisons can occur in terms of
price, style, order availability and other characteristics that may be unique for each
customer. Unfortunately, product comparisons are still not extensively implemented
(22.7%) in the clothing e-business sector.
A typical feature that critically affects the customer purchase decision in the clothing business is the trying-on of clothes; this is typical practice at brick-and-mortar
stores, however it is a difficult feature to implement at an e-business environment.
Only one of clothing e-business (4.5%) has a sophisticated implementation of virtual try-on and a virtual model that can be designed to resemble the customer body
metrics.
4.2.5 Support for mass customisation
Mass customisation (Fig. 6) is considered the ultimate form of personalisation as far
as tangible products are concerned. Mass customisation regarding aesthetics refers
to the customer potential to select or configure product elements that are related to
style, colour, and clothing feature availability (such as pockets, zippers, buttons, etc.).
Half of the clothing e-businesses examined (50%) incorporate aesthetic customisation
functions, which differ in variety and extent of features supported. For example there
are e-businesses that support the customisation of clothes in terms of adding custom
clothing parts, such as internal pockets or embroidery, and others that simply offer a
wide range of options (about colours, sizes, styles) for the user to select from.
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Fig. 6 Personalisation in the clothing e-business: support for mass customisation

Customisation for correct fit is a challenge for clothing e-business. This function
does away with size charts for clothes, which are not satisfactory for body dimensions
that diverge from average and differ among producer businesses in the sector. Mass
customisation for correct fit requires from customers to provide body or clothing
measurements and from e-businesses to manage their production in an individualised,
demand-driven way. Five of the selected e-businesses (22.7%) have responded to this
challenge by incorporating the function of mass customisation for correct fit, which
was provided as a step-by-step process for customers.
The support for mass customisation is an important personalisation aspect of the
clothing e-business. Although customisation help and visualisation were present for
almost all cases of e-businesses, it was felt (by the participants of the evaluation
study) that the usability of mass customisation for correct fit should be substantially
improved for some e-businesses, in order to allow for easier exploitation of this function from customers. In addition the small uptake of such advanced personalisation
features shows that there is much potential for clothing e-businesses regarding the
exploration of mass customisation features of clothing.
4.3 Applicability of the framework: discussion
The descriptive framework for personalisation of e-business was used as a basis to
conduct a heuristic evaluation of contemporary clothing e-businesses. Heuristic evaluations are widely used in usability research [18] because they provide a fast, costeffective way to qualitatively assess the conformance of a user interface to a given set
of rules or guidelines (heuristics) with the use of experts. On the other hand, heuristic
evaluations cannot provide contextual results since that they do not include end-users
and pragmatic usage situations. A critical aspect of heuristic evaluations is that experts first perform their evaluation alone and then jointly interpret the results of their
individual study. The identification and discussion about different results is the most
important element of this method.
For the evaluation of personalisation of contemporary clothing e-businesses, the
participants did not have identical results after the end of their evaluations. The personalisation features that created different results among evaluation participants were:
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• Support for customer search—personal guide: although the notion of a personal
guide is explained as an autonomous or interactive software assistant (agent) or
live help (human assistant) one participant felt that an extensive customer service,
even if not interactive or live, should also be included in the definition. As a result,
the results of this participant scored highly than the others in this respect (33.3%
instead of the 4.8%, which was finally agreed after discussion).
• Support for customer decision—designer’s view: some e-businesses explicitly included the designer opinion about an item, while other present satisfactory design
information but they do not associate this to specific designers. The participants
agreed, after a discrepancy in their results to adopt a broader approach to the evaluation and accept that the latter e-businesses successfully addressed this feature.
• Support for mass customisation—aesthetic customisation: a considerable number
of e-businesses provide customer options that affect the aesthetics of clothes including selecting colour, style and fabric. However the extent to which such personalisation features are offered differs significantly among e-businesses. The inconsistencies between the individual scores then led the participants to collaboratively re-examine once again the e-business sites in order to reach to an agreed
suggestion per case.
Issues such as those identified above are common practice in heuristic evaluations.
It should be clear that the aim of any such type of evaluation is not the mere scoring
of elements, but their collaborative interpretation by participants on a basis that is
provided by an empirical framework. Furthermore, if the personalisation framework
is utilised in a contextual methodological approach (for example a user-based evaluation including pragmatic e-business scenarios), it would be probably required to
refine some of the clusters of features in order to allow qualitative results in terms
of other related personalisation issues such as ensuring user privacy [33], promoting
trust [6], providing effective recommendations [31] and others. In any case, the important result of the exercise is that a cost-effective method has been produced that has
provided valuable insight to the status of personalisation of contemporary clothing ebusinesses and has identified various areas of further development in dimensions such
as the incorporation of user communities, customer-based product reviews and mass
customisation for correct fit of clothing items.

5 Conclusions
The paper introduced a descriptive reference framework for personalisation aspects
of e-businesses. The focus of this work was to review existing work on personalisation and extend it by integrating this to typical e-business functions. The paper adopts
a wide perspective for the concept of personalisation that aims to be of use for design and evaluation work to e-business stakeholders, including e-business managers
and decision makers, designers and developers of personalisation for e-businesses
and the large user/customer base. The proposed framework differs from previous
work on e-business personalisation by achieving an integration of various practices
of personalisation with e-commerce functionality for B2C e-commerce situations
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and by demonstrating its applicability through an evaluation case study of clothing
e-retailers.
The applicability of the personalisation framework was demonstrated by its use
for evaluation of contemporary e-businesses in the clothing sector. The application of
the framework identified personalisation areas that have been inadequately exploited
by the e-businesses examined, such as the use of online communities, customer-based
product reviews and mass customisation for correct fit. It needs to be noted that the
proposed framework should not be seen as a complete account of personalisation but
as a basis for refinement in the identified dimensions, which may be re-emphasised
or further extended depending on the context of application of this work.
Schonberg et al [26] recognize that, while there are several ways to personalise a
Web site, it is not clear how and what to personalise to provide features that customers
will value. The proposed framework provides guidance in this respect since it can
be used as a sound basis for a range of practical applications including the aid for
decision-making for e-business managers and customers, and its incorporation into
design and evaluation methods for designers of e-commerce applications.
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